Introducing our
Greenstar 4000
Created from the DNA of the Greenstar i, we kept
everything we know you love and raised the bar
with the ease and speed of installation,
commissioning and servicing.
u

Available in combi (25kW and 30kW with flow
rates up to 10.8 l/min at 40°C rise and 12.3 l/min
at 35°C) and system (12kW to 24kW) variants

u

SimpleSwitch with our current Greenstar i
and former i Junior and Si models (2005-2015)

u

Pre-plumbed wall frame that enables rear
piping as standard

u

Quieter operation and increased hot water
efficiency compared to our Greenstar i

u

1:10 modulation down to 3kW central heating

u

Max. 12m flue lengths (60/100mm)

u

Full flow rates at 1 bar mains pressure*

u

100% planet friendly packaging

u

Front access to all key components incl. PRV

u

Frozen condensate protection - 500ml
condensate siphon.

Trustpilot rated Excellent

Up to 10 Years Guarantee

Our customers have consistently
rated us ‘Excellent’ on
Trustpilot.co.uk

All Excelerate members can
offer up to a 10 year guarantee**

Royal Warrant

Part of the Bosch Group

We are honoured to have
received a Royal Warrant in
recognition of supplying goods
to Her Majesty The Queen

All products are
manufactured with Bosch
levels of quality and
reliability as standard

*25kW combi (30kW combi = 1.2 bar)
**Terms and conditions apply. Excelerate members, who are non-Worcester Accredited Installers, can
achieve this guarantee length when installed with any Greenstar System Filter and a £150 payment to
Bosch Thermotechnology Ltd. via their Excelerate account after the boiler has been registered.

MODEL

Greenstar 4000 combi
Above flue

Clearances

30mm*

Sides

5mm

Below

186mm

Front

20mm**

Combi flow rate at the hot water tap (35°C rise)

10.2 l/min (25kW) and 12.3 l/min (30kW)

Combi flow rate at the hot water tap (40°C rise)

9 l/min (25kW) and 10.8 l/min (30kW)

Output kW to central heating

3kW - 24kW

Maximum flue length (60/100mm)

12m

Intelligent Filling System

Optional accessory

Minimum pressure for maximum flow rate

1.0bar (25kW) and 1.2bar (30kW)

Service reminders and landlord function***

P
P

Intelligent control compatibility***
*Distance above cabinet for cleaning when vertical flues are used.
**20mm from a removable cupboard door, 600mm from a fixed surface for servicing. Same clearances for ventilated and unventilated
compartments. 450mm front clearance to a fixed surface is permitted if a) 300mm clearance on one side is guaranteed b) the bottom of
the boiler is between 1000mm and 1500mm from the ground and c) 450mm front clearance is maintained from ground level to boiler.
***Additional accessories required for system boiler range

Control range available
MT20

Comfort+

Comfort+ Stat RF

Boiler dimensions

Comfort+ I RF

Comfort+ II RF

Easy

Greenstar Intelligent
Filling System
Our industry first, Greenstar
Intelligent Filling System uses
the latest innovative software to
ensure the boiler helps maintain
optimum boiler pressure.

400mm

SimpleSwitch with i Junior
and Si boilers (2005-2015)
Our 4000 physically fits within
the i, i Junior and Si footprint.
The wall frame hole locations are
aligned to its predecessors' and
the distance between the valves
and the flue are matched to
ensure minimal alterations.

724mm*

310mm

*Side panel height = 710mm. boiler valves fully enclosed
and hidden from vision. SimpleSwitch guaranteed.

